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This policy has been written in conjunction with the EYFS Frame Work and EYFS Welfare requirements. It is 

also supported by other policies across school as stated below.  

 
 
 

Every child deserves the best possible start in life and the support that enables them to fulfil their potential. 
Children develop quickly in the early years and a child’s experiences between birth and age five have a major impact 
on their future life chances. A secure, safe and happy childhood is important in its  own right. Good parenting and 
high quality early learning together provide the foundation children need to make the most of their abilities and 
talents as they grow up. (‘The Statutory Framework for the Early Years Foundation Stage.’ DfE March 2014).  

 

 

The EYFS is based upon four principles:  

 every child is a unique child, who is constantly learning and can be resilient, capable, confident and self-

assured;  

 children learn to be strong and independent through positive relationships;  

 children learn and develop well in enabling environments, in which their experiences respond to their 

individual needs and there is a strong partnership between practitioners and parents and/or carers; 

 children develop and learn in different ways and at different rates.  

 

A Unique Child 

 

At Gwladys Street Nursery and Primary School we recognise that every child is a competent learner who can be 

resilient, capable, confident and self-assured. We know that children develop in individual ways and at varying 

rates. Children’s attitudes and dispositions to learning are influenced by their school and home environments and we 

begin to build links with the families. We observe how each child learns to gain an understanding of the 

characteristics they develop to become effective learners. We use questioning, praise and encouragement to 

develop a positive attitude to learning and high self-esteem. During their time at school, the children are 

introduced to the learning habits. They are taught to be observant, investigative, curious, determined, imaginative, 

adventurous,  

co-operative and to use reasoning.  

We give our children every opportunity to achieve their best by taking account of our children’s range of life 

experiences when planning for their learning.  

 

In the EYFS we have realistic and challenging expectations and meet the needs of all our children through: 

 planning opportunities that build upon and extend children’s knowledge, experience and interests and 

develop their self-esteem and confidence through a creative curriculum and learning environment, whilst 

ensuring that are accessing all areas of the curriculum. 

 using a wide range of teaching strategies based on children’s learning needs and interests 

 providing a wide range of opportunities and environments to motivate and support children and to help them 

to learn effectively and ensure that they are developing into competent learners following the 

characteristics of learning. 

 providing a safe and supportive learning environment in which each child’s contribution is valued 

 monitoring children’s progress and taking action to provide support as necessary be this in the setting or 

from outside agencies.  

 

 



   
 

 

Inclusion/Special Educational Needs (SEN) 

All children and their families are valued at Gwladys Street Community Nursery and Primary School. Children are 

treated as individuals and have equal access to all provisions available.  All children are encouraged to achieve their 

personal best and planning is adapted to meet the needs of all groups and abilities.  Assessments take into account 

contributions from a range of perspectives to ensure that any child with potential SEND is identified at the 

earliest possible opportunity.  Early identification of additional needs is crucial to enable staff to support the 

development of each child.  

During initial meetings with Key workers, Parents/Carers share relevant information that will be shared with the 

Inclusion Manager to support any application for additional support or advice from outside agencies. Additional 

information is also collected from the child’s previous setting.  Concerns are always discussed with parents/carers 

at an early stage and the schools Inclusion manager is called upon for further information and advice.   Appropriate 

steps are taken in accordance with the school’s Inclusion policy for SEND 

 

If speech and language support is needed, the Inclusion Manager will discuss this with our Speech Therapy 

Practitioner and support and advice will be given with the permission of the child’s parents/ carers. 

To support a child’s emotional needs it maybe that thye would benefit from sessions with the learning mentors 

which again would be discussed with parents/carers.   

 

We meet the needs of all our children through: 

 planning opportunities that build upon and extend children’s knowledge, experience and interests, and 

develop their self-esteem and confidence; 

 using a wide range of teaching strategies based on children’s learning needs; 

 providing a wide range of opportunities to motivate and support children and to help them to learn 

effectively;  

 providing a safe and supportive learning environment in which the contribution of all children is valued; 

 using resources which reflect diversity and are free from discrimination and stereotyping; 

 planning challenging activities for children whose ability and understanding are in advance of their 

language and communication skills; 

 monitoring children’s progress and taking action to provide support as necessary. 

 

 

Dyslexia friendly 

In order to accommodate the individual’s particular learning style lessons will be planned wherever possible in a 

multi-sensory way so that the various activities will cater for all pupils in the spirit of inclusion.  There will also be 

a consideration of how to record lesson outcomes so that the pupil is offered a variety of methods and is not 

inhibited by any specific difficulty.   

 

Welfare 

 

It is vital that all children in the school are safe. We ensure that safe messages is at the centre of our curriculum 

.we provide children with opportunities to help them develop the skills they need to keep themselves safe. Children 

should be allowed to take risks, but need to be taught how to recognise and avoid hazards both in the real and 

virtual world. To support children further we follow the JIGSAW PHSE programme for Early Years. We aim to 

protect the well-being of all children. (See Whole School Safeguarding Children Policy) 

 

 “Children learn best when they are healthy, safe and secure, when their individual needs are met and when they 

have positive relationships with the adults caring for them.” 

 



   
 

At Gwladys Street Community Primary and Nursery School we understand that we are legally required to comply 

with certain welfare requirements as stated in the Statutory Framework for Early Years Foundation Stage 2017. 

We understand that we are required to:  

      Promote the welfare and safeguarding of children. 

      Promote good health, preventing the spread of infection and taking appropriate action when children are ill. 

Manage behaviour effectively in a manner appropriate for the children’s stage of development and individual 

needs. 

Ensure all adults who look after the children or who have unsupervised access to them are suitable to do so. 

Ensure that the premises, furniture and equipment is safe and suitable for purpose 

Ensure that every child receives enjoyable and challenging learning and development experiences tailored to 

meet their needs. 

Maintain records, policies and procedures required for safe efficient management of the setting and to meet 

the needs of the children. 

 

Ratios 

In line with the government’s expectations our staff to children ratios are; 

Foundation Stage 1 (Nursery) Children aged 3 – 4, 1:13. When a teacher is present  

Foundation Stage 2 (Reception) Children aged 4 – 5, 1:13. When a teacher is present 

 

 

 

Safeguarding Children 

The school takes its child protection responsibilities very seriously.  Any concerns, are to be reported to the 

School Designated Safeguard Lead Mrs Gallagher- Baker and Safeguarding Officer Mrs A Riding on the 

appropriate paperwork.  The Safeguarding officer, will then report the concern or incident to the relevant agency.  

The safety of the child is always of paramount importance.  The full Safeguarding Policy is available in school for 

parents and carers to read. 

 

At the beginning of the year parents/ cares are asked to give permission for their child to be photographed/ 

videoed during their time at school.  We use these images in the classroom, on displays, in the children’s individual 

journals and on the school website (Children who are ‘looked after’ or who do not have permission will not have their 

photographs put on the website or any public flyers etc.) 

 

All Foundation Stage parents are provided with a unique password.  Parents are advised to only share this with 

adults that will be collecting their children form school.  All members of staff have the right and responsibility to 

challenge adults and request the password before allowing the child to be removed from the school.  If an adult is 

unable to provide the correct password, then a member of the SLT must be contacted/ informed immediately and 

the child should not be allowed to leave the school until further guidance is given by the SLT. 

 

To ensure all Children and Adults are safe within the school and school grounds, CCTV has been installed in all 

learning and outdoor areas.  Footage will only be used to provide and support any evidence for any allegations that 

are made. 

 

Continuous provision and safe guarding 

As part of the continuous provision, children within Foundation Stage 1 and 2 have free access to the unisex toilet 

areas.  Staff will monitor this area in pairs to ensure all children are safe.  PSED lessons will support children in 

the safe use of this area.  

 

 



   
 

Positive Relationships 

 

At Gwladys Street Nursery and Primary School we recognise that children learn to be confident and independent 

through the development of secure relationships. We develop caring, respectful, professional relationships with the 

children and their families.  

 
Parents as Partners 
We recognise the important role parents play in educating the children. We do this by: 

 talking to parents about their child before their child starts our school; 

 inviting the children who do not attend our school nursery to spend time , with their teacher in the 

learning environment  before starting at school.  

 We also support children with the transition from Foundation One to Foundation Two by enabling them 

to spend time in the last half term in the new environment. This is also supported by the shared, free 

flow outdoor learning environment.  

 inviting all parents to an induction meeting during the term before their child starts school 

 encouraging parents to attend parents meetings in the first two terms to discuss their child’s progress 

 providing parents with a written report on their child’s attainment and progress at the end of each 

school year 

 encouraging parents to contribute observations in the home/school link book and through the use of 

Tapestry parents will have access to their child’s journal on line.  

 sharing our approach to reading 

 links with other providers to discuss pupils who did not attend school nursery. 

 inviting parents in to stay and play session, workshops and celebrations.  

 Providing a quiet space where parents feel comfortable to discuss concerns or issues.  

 

Enabling Environments 

 

At Gwladys Street Nursery and Primary School we recognise that the environment plays a key role in supporting 

and extending the children’s development. The role of both the indoor and outdoor environment in 

learning/organisation of learning provides opportunities for child initiated activities reflecting their learning where 

they can develop in a holistic way across all areas of learning. Through the topic focus and pupils interests the 

children work together to design and create the learning environment. The learning environment is updated and 

enhanced in accordance with pupils needs, interests and curriculum focuses at a particularly time.  

 We provide stimulating resources which are accessible and open-ended so they can be used, moved and combined in 

a variety of ways. The resources can be used both in the out and indoor environment. The children will have access 

to the outdoor environment at all times in a free flow and timetabled way (unless weather conditions prevent 

otherwise) This will be accessed on a daily basis by the lead. 

 
Learning and Development 

At Gwladys Street Nursery and Primary School we recognise that children learn and develop in different ways and 

at different rates. We value all areas of learning and development equally and understand that they are 

interconnected. The children have time and freedom to become deeply involved in the activities and their learning.  

Areas of Learning 

The EYFS is made up of six areas of learning: 

PRIME AREAS 

 Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

 Physical Development 

 Communication & Language  

 



   
 

SPECIFIC AREAS 

 Literacy 

 Mathematics 

 Understanding the World 

 Expressive Arts and Design  

 

These areas are delivered throughout the topic and linked closely together. They are equally important and depend 

on each other. All areas are delivered through a balance of adult led and child initiated activities.  

The EYFS classes have their own outdoor area used all year round in all weathers. Being outdoors encourages 

learning in different ways. It offers the children more opportunities to be creative and explore on a larger scale as 

well as to be physically active linking the indoors and outdoors together. 

 

At Gwladys Street Community Primary and Nursery School; 

 “Each area of learning and development is implemented through planned, purposeful play and through a mix of 

adult-led and child-initiated activity.  Play is used as an essential part children’s development, building their 

confidence as they learn to explore, to think about problems, and relate to others. Children learn by leading their 

own play, and by taking part in play which is guided by adults. There is an on-going judgement to be made by 

practitioners about the balance between activities led by children, and activities led or guided by adults. 

Practitioners must respond to each child’s emerging needs and interests, guiding their development through warm, 

positive interaction. As children grow older, and as their development allows, it is expected that the balance will 

gradually shift towards more activities led by adults, to help children prepare for more formal learning, ready for 

Year 1.”  (Statutory Framework for EYFS 2014) 

 

 

Planning and guided children’s activities will reflect on the different ways that children learn and reflect these in 

their practice.  At Gwladys Street Community Primary and Nursery School, we support children in using the three 

characteristics of effective teaching and learning.  These are; 


• playing and exploring - children investigate and experience things, and ‘have a go’;  

• active learning - children concentrate and keep on trying if they encounter difficulties, and enjoy 

achievements; and  

• creating and thinking critically - children have and develop their own ideas, make links between ideas, and 

develop strategies for doing things.  

(Taken from statutory framework for the EYFS 2014) 

 

To ensure the progress in Maths and Literacy, children are grouped for Literacy, phonics and and maths.  These 

groups are ‘fluid’ to allow children to access support when needed.  This ensures that all children are supported in 

small groups and enable children to make accelerated progress in these areas.  

 

In the Foundation Setting, we follow the IPC (International Primary Curriculum) for our topic work.  Topics of 

interest are chosen and used as an entry point with the children.  Floor books are used to develop and implement 

the children’s voice across these topic.  During the entry point and topic, outdoor learning experiences are planned 

to further develop the children’s understanding of the areas.  The children’s work is celebrated at the end with 

and exit point activity which parents and carers are invited to attend.  

Religious Education is also taught in the nursery and reception classes in accordance with Liverpool guidelines. 

 

 

 



   
 

Home learning  

We also encourage parents to share stories and support the development of reading with appropriate activities. 

This could involve develop the child’s phonological awareness and or listen to them read, which it is expected that 

they will engage in daily or at least 5 times per week. Other home learning opportunities can be recorded in their 

link book and on Tapestry in the future. 

 

Observation, Assessment and Planning 

The staff plan considering the children’s needs interests, curriculum and topic. They carefully observe the children 

and then note their needs and interests. Staff hold daily planning meetings to discuss progress and ways forward 

of all pupils and plan to best support them. They plan to ensure that all areas link and pupils have access to an 

active and engaging personalised provision.  

In the EYFS assessment of attainment and progress is based on observation, discussion, questioning and evidence 

of children’s independent learning. Valuable evidence of children’s learning is obtained through observation of 

independent and targeted learning. These observations are undertaken by teachers and Key workers and are 

recorded on the online system Tapestry and in floor books. At the start of Foundation One and Foundation Two 

pupils have a baseline assessment linked to age related expectations. In Foundation Two to support with accessing 

children on entry they take part in the NFER baseline assessments. However, this is used as a mechanism to 

support staff with the valuable, quality observations made of individuals, when learning independently. Children’s 

progress and attainment is closely tracked and recorded on Tapestry and discussed during half- termly pupil 

progress meetings.  

 

Further Information 

 

Health and Safety 

At Gwladys Street Community Primary and Nursery School, there are clear procedures for assessing risk (see 

whole school risk assessment policy) which includes procedures for keeping children safe during outings and for any 

aspects of the environment or provision that may require a further risk assessment.  In addition to this, an annual 

risk assessment is conducted of the EYFS (see EYFS risk assessment) and in the staff handbook, safeguarding and 

child protection polices, there is detailed information and procedures to ensure the safety of the children.  The 

EYFS risk assessment must be read and signed for in conjunction with other relevant whole school polices (see 

EYFS risk assessment). 

 

In line with the EYFS statutory framework 2017 updates, at Gwladys Street Community Primary and Nursery 

School we undertake; 

• A whole school medicines policy ensuring that there are systems in place to ensure that medicines and the 

systems for obtaining information about a child’s needs for medication are kept up to date.  Medicines will 

not be administered unless they have been prescribed by a doctor, dentist, nurse or pharmacist.   Training 

is provided for staff where the administration of medicine requires medical or technical knowledge.   

Medicines (both prescription and non-prescription) are only administered to a child where written 

permission for that particular medicine has been obtained from the child’s parent and/or carer.” At 

Gwladys Street Community Primary and Nursery School a written record is kept each time a medicine is 

administered to a child and informs the child’s parents and/or carers on the same day.” (Statutory 

framework for EYFS 2017 updates) 

• Fresh drinking water is available at all times  

• Children’s’ dietary needs are recorded and acted upon when required  

• Each classroom has a snack and sink area that can provide healthy snacks and drinks.   

• A first aid box is accessible at all times and a record of accidents and injuries is kept (see accident and 

injury policy). As of 2017 all are paediatric first aid trained previously all Key workers.  



   
 

• The inclusion manager is the named behaviour manager for the whole school with the EYFS 

leader/Assistant Head as the lead behaviour manager for the Early Years.  (refer to Inclusions policy, 

behaviour policy, physical restraint policy) 

• A health and safety policy and procedures which cover identifying, reporting and dealing with accidents, 

hazards and faulty equipment.   

• A fire and emergency evacuation procedure and policy  

• A safeguarding policy stating how mobile phones and cameras are to be used and stored securely whilst 

children are in the setting.  Cameras that are used in school must not be used for staff own personal use.  

There is a phone in both bases in order to meet the welfare requirements of a child that may need urgent 

medical attention.   

• Appropriate clothing, in particular in relation to the wearing of heels (stilettos or a heel that comes to a 

point).  Staff are expected to wear clothing that supports them in getting to a child’s level and playing and 

engaging with children at floor level.   

• Parents/ Carers MUST ensure that they regularly check the used by dates on all medication that is sent 

into school.  Out of date medication WILL NOT be administered to children. 

• A defibrillator is situated in the Foundation Base setting to be used by any adult in the appropriate manor 

to save life.  

 

 

 

Role of the Teacher 

The role of the teacher is set out in the Teacher’s Standards Document published by the department of Education; 

1. set high expectations which inspire, motivate and challenge pupils 

2. promote good progress and outcomes by pupils 

3. demonstrate good subject  and curriculum knowledge  

4. plan and teach well structures lessons 

5. adapt teaching to respond to the strengths and needs of all pupils 

6. make accurate and productive use of assessment 

7. manage behaviour effectively to ensure a good and safe learning environment 

8. fulfil wider professional responsibilities 

 

Role of the Key worker 

 keeping records of key children’s developmental progress, contributing observations to records kept by 

colleagues and sharing with records with parents 

 observing key children and analyse the information gathered through observation 

 planning experiences for individual children based on your observations of their interest 

 writing individual education plans for key children with special educational needs 

 writing reports for parents and colleagues 

 communicating with parents on a daily basis in person and through diaries 

 communicating with colleagues and other professionals 

 planning group times 

 organise a backup key person who is known to the parent and child. 

 

 

 

 

 



   
 

 

Transition  

From Pre-school /Feeder settings 

During the summer term prior to a child’s entry into the Nursery and Reception year, the following procedures have 

been put into place to ensure successful transition 

• Parents/ carers are invited to a meeting to ensure they know about school procedures and allocation of 

classes and any concerns they may want to express.  

• During the summer term parents/ carers are encouraged to complete an “all about me” booklet.  It is used 

during the Autumn term to support transition and to inform planning.   

• The children are invited to visit their nursery or reception class.  

• Members of staff from Gwladys Street Community Primary and Nursery School make visits to feeder 

settings.  The number of visits will depend on the child’s needs and how much information gathering is 

required in order to support the child’s transition.   

• Children at Fountains and County Children's Centers  Rainbow  House Nursery and Daisy Chains  (main 

feeder setting) will have visits with their key workers into school where they get an opportunity to engage 

with the current reception children.  

• Children requiring extra support will have additional visits regardless of their setting.  Often these 

children will have been identified as requiring additional support or are part of EHAT.   

 

From Reception Class to Key Stage 1  

During the final term in Reception, the EYFS Profile is completed for each child. The Profile provides parents and 

carers, staff and teachers with a well-rounded picture of a child’s knowledge, understanding and abilities, their 

progress against expected levels, and their readiness for Year 1. The Profile includes on-going observation, all 

relevant records held by the setting, discussions with parents and carers, and any other adults whom the teacher, 

parent or carer judges can offer a useful contribution.  

 

Each child’s level of development is assessed against the early learning goals. The profile indicates whether 

children are meeting expected levels of development, or if they are exceeding expected levels, or not yet reaching 

expected levels (‘emerging’). Year 1 teachers meet with the reception teachers to discuss each child and are given a 

copy of the Profile report together with a short commentary on each child’s skills and abilities in relation to the 

three key characteristics of effective learning. This informs the dialogue between Reception and Year 1 teachers 

about each child’s stage of development and learning needs and assists with the planning of activities in Year 1.  

Attendance 

For both Foundation Stage 1 and 2 attendance is a major focus.  At Gwladys Street Community Primary and 

Nursery School, we believe that teaching the children the importance of being at school on time and attending 

school is vital to ensure children grow up with a positive attitude towards Education and lifelong learning.   

 

In both Foundation settings all children are encouraged to arrive at school on time.  All children arriving before the 

close of register receive breakfast (or an afternoon snack for the Foundation Stage 1 afternoon group).   

 

All children are encouraged to sign in on arrival and a formal register is taken.  Attendance figures for both 

Foundation Settings are fed into the whole school attendance data and children with 97% or above attendance 

receive a reward.  (See whole School Attendance Policy). 

 

The school has the right to remove a child’s place in Foundation 1 if their attendance is consistently below 97% 

over a period of time and Parents/ Carers do not engage with the school to improve this.  

 

The school does not authorise any holidays taken during school time.  We advise that any medical appointments are 

made preferably out of school hours so learning is not affected.  



   
 

 

Behaviour 

Positive Behaviour Management 

We place emphasis on self-responsibility and caring for others; 

  

Kind Hands, Kind Words, Walking Feet, Listening Ears, Looking Eyes and *Being Ready For School 
(*Children dressed appropriately having left their own toys and jewellery at home ready to respect and take special 

care of the things they play with at school.) 

  

To help your child understand the consequences for poor behaviour we have some visual aids which link to our 

TEAM behavior policy – please see Behaviour policy for further details.  

  

 

 

Rainbow When children achieve something wonderful they are placed here and their efforts are celebrated. 

 

Sunshine Everyone begins here no matter what happened the day before. 

 

Rain Cloud When a child behaves poorly they will receive a warning, if they persist they will be given time-out for 

3 minutes and they will be moved into the rain cloud.  They will return to the sunshine if they make 

extra  

 effort for the rest of the session.  

 

Thunder If your child continues to behave poorly and receives more than two time out periods they will be 

placed in the Thunder cloud, they will be taken to a senior member of staff for behaviour support and 

this will be discussed when you collect them.  If the poor behaviour act is serious then they will be 

taken to the head  

 teacher and a letter will be sent home. 

  

We believe in a partnership between home and school and by working together in this way we will benefit all of the 

children. 

Parental Conduct on the School Grounds 

If you have an issue that you wish to discuss then please inform your child’s key worker immediately so that the 

appropriate support and actions can be taken. 

Please do not discuss issues regarding other children on the playground.  

Abusive and Violent behaviour will not be tolerated and could result in your right to attend school premises 

becoming revoked.  

 

This policy links to our policies on: 

Child Protection Policy  

Teaching and Learning 

Assessment  

Curriculum 

SEND 

Well Being  

Drug and Alcohol 

Relationships and Sex  

Equal Opportunities 

Administration of Medication 



   
 

 


